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This article shows how Poland’s ruling party, Law and Justice (PiS), is attempting to 
apply its general strategy of “elite replacement” in a modified way to civil society. 
Since independent civil society organizations are not subject to arbitrary state control 
of appointments (unlike public institutions), this strategy has required a more com-
plex dual approach of pressure and promotion. Organizations perceived as hostile to 
the party and its values have been subject to the withdrawal of state support and 
smear campaigns. By contrast, organizations that are politically or ideologically 
linked to the party have found support in the form of new public funds and other 
institutional assistance. This article examines the practical functioning and conse-
quences of these processes through two main examples: (1) a state-sponsored cam-
paign against one of Poland’s largest independent charity organizations, the great 
Orchestra of Christmas Charity and (2) the funding of multiple right-wing NgOs 
friendly to PiS by the newly established National Freedom Institute. The article 
shows how PiS’s dual strategy in civil society reinforces its political narratives 
through support of the broader right-wing cultural narratives that underpin them. at 
the same time, it demonstrates how funding of friendly organizations directly 
strengthens party structures by fostering the development of new political and 
administrative cadres. By analysing PiS’s specific methods of pressure and promo-
tion in the sphere of civil society, the article shows the intertwining of political and 
cultural narratives and goals within a right-wing populist framework.
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Since coming to power in 2015, Poland’s United Right (Zjednoczona Prawica)—
led by Law and Justice (Prawo i Sprawiedliwość, PiS)—has implemented a 

program it calls “the good change.” alongside flagship social spending initiatives 
and a right-wing cultural agenda, the coalition has made sweeping personnel 
changes in the judiciary, civil service, public media, state-owned companies, cultural 
institutions, and other public bodies. In accordance with a partially populist logic, 
the coalition has sought to remove a “bad” establishment elite from state institutions, 
replacing it with a “good” elite supposedly representing the interests of “the 
nation.”1 This process of “elite replacement” has emulated Viktor Orbán’s earlier 
Hungarian practices of state “occupation” or “colonization.”2 Yet the ambition of 
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PiS’s program of change—like Orbán’s—extends far beyond institutions under gov-
ernment control. Indeed, party leader Jarosław Kaczyński has called for the estab-
lishment of a “new social hierarchy” that would reach deep into civil society.3 From 
his point of view, only a total reconstruction of Poland’s social elites can complete 
the country’s “unfinished” post-1989 transition.

Kaczyński and PiS claim that an “old-new elite” constituting an alliance of post-
communist and liberal post-Solidarity forces has monopolized political, economic, 
and cultural power since 1989. according to the party’s 2014 program, this negative 
“pseudo-elite” is beholden to foreign interests, showing a “distaste . . . for the [Polish] 
state” and a “suspicious attitude towards the nation.”4 This outlook also supposedly 
dominates among liberal civil society, media, and cultural elites for whom “the very 
use of the word ‘nation’ is unwelcome.”5 as Kaczyński explains, all these groups are 
submissively peripheral, “aping” western trends in betrayal of authentic Polish inter-
ests and values.6 This treacherous “pseudo-elite” must be replaced by what he calls 
the “counter-elite,” a set of PiS-affiliated groups more committed to the promotion 
of national interests.7 In this sense, PiS’s populism is a “counter-elite” populism: not 
hostile to elites per se, but positing a fundamental conflict between the wrong elite 
and “the people”—represented, in turn, by the true (counter-)elite.8

In its purges of state institutions, PiS has used existing appointment powers, repeat-
ing the practices of earlier governments on a larger scale and at a more rapid pace.9 
However, in the cases of the civil service and public media, the party has introduced 
new legislation to accelerate this process.10 In the judiciary, its repeated attempts to 
replace judges under new laws have been partially stymied by a combination of 
domestic resistance and external pressure from the european Commission and the 
european Court of Justice.11 In this respect, the Polish case has differed from Orbán’s 
earlier implementation of similar practices in Hungary, as the lack of a constitutional 
majority and a more determined eU response have created additional obstacles for 
PiS. Nevertheless, the party has successfully used a raft of ad hoc measures to achieve 
many of its aims, facilitating what Wojciech Sadurski characterizes as an informal 
system change through the cumulative “breakdown” of constitutional norms.12

But how can these strategies of elite replacement or “colonization” be imple-
mented in areas not directly under the government’s power? Since independent civil 
society organizations are not subject to arbitrary state control, PiS has adopted a 
more complex dual approach of negative pressure and positive promotion. Once 
again, these responses follow an earlier Hungarian playbook of harassment of civil 
society opponents and support of friendly organizations.13 PiS has exploited a wide 
variety of formal and informal instruments of state power to deliver its dual strategy. 
Organizations perceived as hostile to the party and its values have been subject to the 
withdrawal of state support, smear campaigns mounted by party-controlled public 
media, and even police raids. By contrast, organizations that are politically linked to 
the party or share its ideological proclivities have found generous support in the form 
of new public funds and other institutional assistance.
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This article examines the practical functioning and wider consequences of these 
processes through two main examples: (1) a state-sponsored campaign against one of 
Poland’s largest independent charity organizations, the great Orchestra of Christmas 
Charity (Wielka Orkiestra Świątecznej Pomocy) and (2) the funding of multiple 
right-wing NgOs friendly to PiS by the newly-established National Freedom 
Institute—Center for Civil Society Development (Narodowy Instytut Wolności—
Centrum Rozwoju Społeczeństwa Obywatelskiego). The article shows how PiS’s 
strategies of pressure and promotion in civil society reinforce the party’s political 
narratives through support of the broader right-wing cultural narratives that underpin 
them. However, it also demonstrates how funding of friendly organizations directly 
strengthens party structures by fostering the development of new political and admin-
istrative cadres. In both cases, the article shows the intertwining of political and 
cultural narratives and goals within a right-wing populist framework.

Marta Kotwas and Jan Kubik have argued that an ongoing “symbolic thickening 
of public culture” in Poland has helped to put ideological flesh on the bones of PiS’s 
“thin” populist political narrative.14 Specifically, the intensification of pre-existing 
nativist and national-religious tendencies in some sections of Polish society has 
offered opportunities for the ideological elaboration of PiS’s basic post-transition 
dichotomy between “bad establishment elite” and “the nation.” In turn, PiS’s own 
“thickened” rhetoric has further contributed to the general “thickening” of public 
culture as part of an “iterative” process.15 Weronika grzebalska and andrea Pető 
have shown how opposition to “gender ideology”—a vague term denoting advocacy 
of women’s and LgBT rights—has constituted another key thickening agent in the 
“illiberal transformation” of both Poland and Hungary.16

In all cases, these “thickened” narratives function to exclude minority groups, 
narrowing the scope of who belongs to the national community. The specific effect 
of PiS’s rhetoric on public opinion is beyond the scope of this article, which will 
concentrate on analysis of the party’s discourse and changes to state funding of civil 
society. However, it is worth noting that some correlative evidence suggests a 
strengthening of anti-LgBT views and national prejudices among Poles during PiS’s 
time in government.17

according to Kotwas and Kubik, the earlier coalescence of right-wing subcul-
tures created a “discursive opportunity structure” for PiS’s political narrative.18 This 
process must be understood in the context of a longer-term “cultural backlash” in 
response to fears of social and cultural transformation after 1989.19 The radical right 
League of Polish Families (Liga Polskich Rodzin, LPR) had previously benefited 
from an earlier version of the same opportunity structure, before PiS appropriated its 
discourse and electorate after their ill-fated coalition of 2005–2007.20 at different 
points in time, the backlash has focused on accession to the european Union, migra-
tion from non-european countries, “gender ideology,” “LgBT ideology,” and vari-
ous other issues raised by a loose “discourse coalition” of right-wing activists, 
organizations, and sections of the Church.21 Since returning to power in 2015, PiS 
has used state instruments to promote these issues and associated organizations.
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In short, PiS has politically exploited a rightward drift in an already conservative 
Polish society, and then sought to amplify this drift by supporting the “discourse 
coalition” that produced it.22 The PiS government’s engagement with civil society is 
a prime place to see this “iterative” process in action, as it reveals the circular feed-
back relationship of public culture with political actors and their discourse. By ana-
lysing PiS’s specific methods of pressure and promotion in the sphere of civil society, 
this article shows the interaction of cultural and political dimensions of its ideology 
and policy agenda.

Poland’s Civil Society Context and PiS’s Policy Response

The general state of civil society in Poland is an object of disagreement among 
scholars. according to one interpretation, traditional forms of civil society engage-
ment have been low after 1989 in comparison with other parts of europe. as 
Kerstin Jacobsson and elżbieta Korolczuk summarize this view, civil society in 
Poland is “weak, passive, and nonparticipatory in nature, still in need of ‘catching 
up’ with Western europe.”23 among the Polish scholars who have promoted this 
assessment is sociologist Piotr gliński, now Minister of Culture in the PiS govern-
ment and one of the key executors of its policy on civil society.24 PiS’s 2014 policy 
program is similarly critical, describing the sector as “weak” and “marginal” in its 
role in public life.25

grzegorz ekiert and Jan Kubik have challenged this prevalent view, insisting that 
civil society has played an important role both in Poland’s transition and in the con-
solidation of democracy.26 Together with Michal Wenzel, they point to a steady 
growth in numbers of NgOs and a “spectacular” rise in volunteerism captured more 
clearly in domestic survey data than in standard international studies.27 In a similar 
vein, Jacobsson and Korolczuk have argued that certain types of informal activism 
have been ignored by scholars, and that methodological flaws have distorted the 
evidence.28 Nevertheless, most agree that the weight of quantitative data on formal-
ized or institutional forms of activism still puts Poland at the lower end of european 
tables, especially with respect to volunteering.29 ekiert, Kubik, and Wenzel point out 
that various other european countries show similar levels of engagement, but con-
cede that Poles are “not among the most civically active europeans.”30

In this general context, PiS’s 2014 program argues that Polish civil society needs 
to be “strengthened.”31 The specific diagnosis is somewhat contradictory. On the one 
hand, the party claims that Polish civil society organizations are dangerously depen-
dent on public funds. On the other, it says that the Polish state and its elites have not 
been sufficiently engaged in the development of civil society—a failure Minister 
gliński describes as the “betrayal of the elite.”32 In response, PiS proposes that “the 
state must take systematic responsibility for the condition of the sector” through the 
investment of public funds.33 In 2017, the parliament put this principle into practice 
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by passing legislation to create the National Freedom Institute—Center for Civil 
Society Development.34 The stated purpose of the new institution is to improve coor-
dination across government departments and to expand access to funds among orga-
nizations based in non-urban areas.35 Minister gliński explains that the aims are 
equalization, democratization, and pluralization.36

Implicit in the task of “pluralization” is the assumption that civil society orga-
nizations with left or liberal ideological orientations have previously monopo-
lized funding opportunities, especially from abroad. according to gliński, this 
“ideologization” has partly derived from the “leftist” priorities of foreign founda-
tions and the european Union.37 Other scholars also acknowledge certain 
“imported” dimensions of civil society organization in Poland, raising the ques-
tion of insufficient “local embeddedness” across Central and eastern europe.38 
Yet ekiert, Kubik, and Wenzel reject the assessment of a lack of pluralism in 
Poland’s civil society.39 Indeed, even gliński himself refers to its “enormous and 
multidimensional internal diversity.”40 Nevertheless, a sense of structural unfair-
ness resulting from the availability of foreign funding to liberal NgOs has been 
deeply felt not only within PiS but also in wider right-wing circles in Poland.41 
From this point of view, the role of the Polish state should be to balance these 
foreign influences, and to swing the pendulum away from the supposed domina-
tion of left-wing or liberal civil society organizations.

In practice, this means promotion of organizations with right-wing profiles and 
amplification of the “thickened” cultural narratives that support PiS’s political narra-
tives. as one commentator in government-friendly media explains, public funds are 
to be shifted away from “gender ideology, sex education and minority rights” towards 
“national and Christian values.”42 This article will focus later on the specific role of 
a major grant program of the National Freedom Institute in this process. However, 
this new stream of funding has merely complemented existing sources of state-
guided support, including ministerial funds, state-owned companies, and european 
funds controlled by the government. Perhaps the best known example of such sup-
port concerns the various enterprises associated with Father Tadeusz Rydzyk and his 
ultra-conservative Catholic media network.

Rydzyk’s media have disseminated a “national-Catholic” ideology that PiS has 
promoted and exploited since it took over from LPR in the mid-2000s as the main 
political beneficiary of the priest’s patronage.43 The party receives mostly positive 
coverage in his media. In return, PiS has generously rewarded him since coming to 
power. By the middle of 2019, Rydzyk’s multiple foundations, companies, and jour-
nalism school in Toruń had accumulated PLN 214 million of state support from a 
wide variety of sources, including a long list of government ministries and other state 
institutions.44 Senior PiS representatives—including Kaczyński and prime minister 
Mateusz Morawiecki—have also frequently attended conferences at the journalism 
school, and made appearances at birthday celebrations of Radio Maryja, the original 
centerpiece of Rydzyk’s media network.
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at the same time, the anti-gender, anti-LgBT, and “national-Catholic” narra-
tives disseminated by Rydzyk’s media have been promoted by PiS and the public 
media under its control. Kaczyński himself has repeatedly referred to the need to 
defend “authentic” Polish values against “the threat brought by the shape of west-
ern culture,” specifically emphasizing that Rydzyk taught him to appreciate this 
threat.45 PiS has used these narratives for explicitly political purposes in multiple 
election campaigns, as a resource intended to mobilize a core conservative elec-
torate. For instance, during the 2019 parliamentary campaign, Kaczyński claimed 
that opposition parties supported the dangerous “gender” and LgBT “ideologies,” 
and that only PiS could protect “the nation” from their ideological plan to 
“destroy” its culture and “the family.”46 OSCe international observers subse-
quently noted that “nationalist and homophobic rhetoric gave rise to a sense of 
threat” during the campaign.47

Rydzyk’s circles are far from the only proprietors of these “thickened” narratives, 
which hold broad currency in large parts of Poland’s still somewhat heterogeneous 
Catholic Church. For instance, a prominent bishop, Marek Jędraszewski, has been 
especially vociferous on the “gender” and “LgBT” issues, describing gay rights 
campaigns as a “rainbow plague.”48 In this sense, the “thickening” of public culture 
is a much wider phenomenon related to fears in mainstream Church circles and 
among other conservatives about secularization, european integration, and liberal-
ization of Polish society.49 Nevertheless, Rydzyk’s direct political influence and 
media reach give him special significance. according to Kaczyński, PiS’s victory in 
2015 would not have been possible without him.50

The other plank of PiS’s dual strategy of modified elite replacement in civil soci-
ety is pressure on organizations viewed as politically or ideologically hostile. Perhaps 
the most extreme example—once again following Hungarian precedents—has been 
a series of police raids conducted on the offices of women’s NgOs in 2017 after the 
“Black Protest” against proposals to tighten abortion laws.51 However, “unfriendly” 
organizations have more often been targeted via removal of existing state support 
and government-sponsored smear campaigns. Women’s rights and migrant aid orga-
nizations have been systematically cut off from previous ministerial sources of  
funding.52 PiS-controlled public media have also followed Orbán’s example by pro-
moting conspiracy theories about organizations funded by Hungarian american 
businessman george Soros’s Open Society Foundations.53 according to these theo-
ries, Soros-influenced liberal elites plan to destabilize the Polish state or even to 
destroy “the nation” by triggering a migrant invasion of “multicultural chaos.”54

This approach fits the definition of what grzebalska and Pető have described as 
“securitization” of NgOs—a discourse that shifts certain issues and groups  
beyond the realm of ordinary politics into a category of “existential threat” to the 
community.55 The same approach is also evident in government and public media 
representations of NgOs campaigning for LgBT rights in Poland. a few days before 
the parliamentary elections of October 2019, public television screened a 
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documentary film entitled “Invasion” (Inwazja), which depicted LgBT rights activ-
ists as a foreign-backed threat to Polish children, religion, values, and the very bio-
logical continuation of the nation.56

Yet perhaps the most incongruous case of pressure on an independent NgO has 
been the government-sponsored campaign against the great Orchestra of Christmas 
Charity, an organization best known for fundraising for children’s health care. Indeed, 
it is precisely the apparent innocuousness of the Orchestra that best exposes the far-
reaching ambition and application of PiS’s strategy of elite replacement in the sphere 
of civil society. as a supposed product of the liberal establishment elites of the post-
communist “Third Polish Republic,” the great Orchestra has become the target of a 
series of attacks with both cultural and political dimensions. These attacks began in 
the 2000s in Father Rydzyk’s media circles as part of a broader struggle for moral 
supremacy. More recently, they have been promoted by the PiS-led government as a 
consequence and continuation of its “thickened” political narrative.

Pressure on the “Establishment Elite”: The Campaign against 
the Great Orchestra

The great Orchestra of Christmas Charity is one of Poland’s largest post-1989 
civil society initiatives, an independent charitable operation that has mobilized mil-
lions of Polish citizens and raised over PLN 1 billion since its inception in 1993.57 
The money raised by the charity supports public health care. above all, the great 
Orchestra is known for the purchase of medical equipment for hospitals and clinics, 
especially for children’s wards. The Orchestra was founded by Jerzy Owsiak, an 
eccentric host of television programs for young people focused on Western youth 
culture and rock music. His musical interests also led him to establish the Woodstock 
Station music festival (now called the Pol’and’Rock Festival), originally as a special 
additional event for the great Orchestra’s volunteers.

The great Orchestra initiative takes the form of an annual fundraising drive 
culminating in outdoor concerts in cities around the country and a televised studio 
show in late January. The drives mobilize large numbers of Polish citizens, espe-
cially young people, who volunteer to collect money in the charity’s branded tins. 
according to the charity, more than 120,000 volunteers participated in the final 
drive in 2019, collecting more than 175 million PLN.58 The conspicuous red heart-
shaped stickers given to donors, and widely worn, create a climate of visible cele-
bration of the social act of giving. This aspect of ostentatious pride in charitable 
giving was especially novel in the early 1990s, as private charity had been discour-
aged under the communist regime.59 The great Orchestra’s fundraising drives also 
attracted support from state institutions, including logistical assistance from emer-
gency services and coverage in public media. These relationships have come into 
question under the PiS-led government.
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almost immediately after the party’s victory in 2015, one ultra-conservative PiS 
MP suggested that any state functionaries participating in the Orchestra’s campaign 
should be forced to resign.60 In 2017, a state-owned bank ended its sponsorship 
agreement with the Orchestra.61 In the same year, state television ceased to broadcast 
the January finale of the fundraising drive, which moved to the private TVN net-
work.62 Since this transition, public television channels and other media have given 
little information on the Orchestra’s fundraising activities. In 2017, the main evening 
news bulletin digitally removed a great Orchestra sticker from the jacket of an oppo-
sition politician being interviewed.63 Hostility was even directed at the Orchestra’s 
young volunteers, with editor-in-chief of the flagship public television news program 
describing them as a “ridiculous sect.”64

In 2019, the campaign against the Orchestra escalated significantly on public tele-
vision. On 10 January, less than a week before the fundraising finale, a leading cur-
rent affairs program aired a satirical sketch featuring a crudely caricatured puppet of 
Owsiak collecting money and giving it to an opposition politician, then Mayor of 
Warsaw Hanna gronkiewicz-Waltz of the liberal Civic Platform (Platforma 
Obywatelska, PO). The sketch also included an anti-Semitic subtext, as some of the 
banknotes being distributed in the animation were marked with a star of David. The 
whole segment was later taken off the air, and the news director apologized for the 
“dissemination of anti-Semitic stereotypes.”65 Poland’s ombudsman criticized both 
the anti-Semitic references and the unsubstantiated accusations of embezzlement 
against Owsiak—part of a broader pattern of insinuations.66

Only a few days later, on 13 January, opposition politician and mayor of gdańsk 
Paweł adamowicz was stabbed on the stage at a great Orchestra finale concert in his 
home city. The perpetrator seized the microphone and shouted that he had been 
unjustly imprisoned and “tortured” by adamowicz’s former party—opposition PO. 
The Mayor died shortly afterwards. The day after the tragedy, public television news 
depicted Owsiak and opposition politicians themselves as indirectly responsible for 
the murder through their supposed creation of a growing climate of hate speech.67 
PiS MP Krystyna Pawłowicz—who had previously launched multiple tirades against 
Owsiak—attacked him on social media, accusing him of spreading hate and slander-
ing the Church.68 Since then, the negative campaign against the Orchestra has con-
tinued sporadically, involving prominent PiS politicians, PiS-friendly media, and 
public institutions.69 But what were the specific causes of this sustained government 
hostility towards a charitable organization?

The attacks on Owsiak and the great Orchestra have been motivated and legiti-
mated by “thickened” versions of PiS’s right-wing discourse and its antecedents, 
combining both cultural and political dimensions. First, the charity is viewed as a 
front for a progressive cultural agenda at odds with traditional values, and especially 
with the doctrine of the Catholic Church. This critique dates back to the early 2000s, 
when it was first propagated by Father Rydzyk’s media in response to the loose, 
youth-culture style of Owsiak’s presentation and the celebratory atmosphere of the 
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Woodstock Station concerts. according to these critics, Owsiak and his collaborators 
disseminate a morally relativist ideology of individual freedom and hedonism with-
out responsibility or restraint.70

Rydzyk’s media and other Catholic conservatives have also attacked the music 
festival, the charity, and especially its leader for their alleged support of the so-called 
“civilization of death”—a pejorative term denoting advocacy of rights to contracep-
tion, abortion, or voluntary euthanasia. The evidence for these claims includes vari-
ous public statements from Owsiak on these subjects and his presence together with 
other members of the great Orchestra foundation at the 2016 “Black Protest” against 
proposals to tighten Poland’s already strict abortion laws.71 On this basis, some rep-
resentatives of PiS and wider conservative circles have even advised Poles against 
giving to the Orchestra, proposing the transferal of donations to Caritas, a large char-
ity linked to the Church.72

In this case, a kind of symbolic moral supremacy is at stake, with the Orchestra 
represented as an illegitimate rival to the Church both in the values it represents and 
in its specific charitable activities. Caritas has distanced itself from the government’s 
attacks, insisting that it is not in competition with the Orchestra.73 Nevertheless, by 
criticizing the Orchestra, PiS members and their allies have publicly placed them-
selves on the side of the Church in a contest of values, reinforcing shared ideological 
positions against the supposed threat of permissive freedoms and “gender” ideology. 
For the same reason, Kaczyński has argued during election campaigns that the 
Church is the sole source of moral values in Polish culture, and that only “nihilism” 
lies outside it.74 Such declarations—together with the campaign against the Orchestra 
and other ideological enemies—enact a political calculation, with PiS counting on 
the open or implicit support of Rydzyk’s media, hardline bishops, and other conser-
vative members of the Church.75

These moral and cultural arguments have also been intertwined with a narrative 
about the Orchestra’s specific political function in post-1989 Poland. Critics claim 
that the charity and its founder have entered into a mutually beneficial relationship 
with the post-communist political establishment of the “Third Polish Republic.” 
according to this narrative—also established long before PiS came to power—lib-
eral and left-wing political actors have used the Orchestra both as a distraction from 
their unscrupulous exercising of political power and as a tool to force a progressive 
cultural agenda. In return, Owsiak and the Orchestra have been promoted and sup-
ported by state institutions and media.76 From this point of view, the charity and its 
founder are propaganda creations of the “Third Republic”—garish, liberal, and 
opposed both to traditional conservative values and to right-wing political parties.77

This skeptical interpretation of the Orchestra’s achievements includes a key 
thread running back to the 1980s. Just as PiS and its ideological allies have some-
times presented the post-1989 “Third Republic” as a continuation of the Polish 
People’s Republic (PRL), they have often traced Owsiak’s methods and success 
back to the communist period.78 according to the critics, from his early days as a 
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promoter of rock music, Owsiak was a cultural tool of an intentional strategy of the 
communist security services to distract young people from protest against the 
regime. In his role as a television presenter and disseminator of western youth cul-
ture, he supposedly channeled the potential for youthful rebellion in harmless direc-
tions. In this way, he provided a “safety valve” for the authorities in a period of 
social unrest after the “Solidarity” revolution and Martial Law.79

This alleged collusion with the communist authorities—for which there is no 
clear evidence—supposedly set the agenda for Owsiak’s activities after 1989, includ-
ing the establishment of the great Orchestra. In extreme versions of the narrative, 
this continuity literally implies that Owsiak is still working for his communist secu-
rity service “minders.”80 In this light, the Orchestra’s activities are an ideological 
front for the continued influence of the shadowy post-communist układ—the net-
work of former security operatives and communist party members supposedly con-
trolling Poland’s post-1989 business and politics. Owsiak and his Orchestra form 
part of the cultural arm, whose purpose is now to erode traditional Polish values 
associated with the Catholic Church and to “inoculate” the youth against any ten-
dency to question or rebel against the post-communist order.81

In a televised public discussion with a Catholic bishop shortly before the 2019 
elections to the european Parliament, Kaczyński himself explained the mechanism 
of the “safety valve” and Owsiak’s alleged role:

[This is] the continuation of pacification methods of social engineering that the com-
munists used in the time of Martial Law. The dissemination of all these messages 
associated with sex. That’s Owsiak, who is an element of the late social engineering of 
Martial Law, when preparations were being made for the transition.82

Here Kaczyński references theories that Poland’s transition was managed or 
even orchestrated by communist elites seeking to defend their interests in the face 
of inevitable change.83 In this way, he connects the cultural questions that Owsiak 
primarily represents with PiS’s broader political narrative of an “unfinished” transi-
tion to be completed through the “good change.” as a propagator of a liberal cul-
tural agenda, Owsiak appears as an agent of the political and economic interests of 
the post-communist establishment. He is part of the “pseudo-elite” to be overthrown 
and replaced by a legitimate “counter-elite.” Since this goal cannot be achieved 
directly, the ruling party attacks him through a combination of withdrawal of state 
support and negative propaganda. at the same time, this propaganda itself serves to 
further “thicken” PiS’s transition narrative with the cultural “glue” of a pre-existing 
right-wing reaction to advocacy of women’s rights, LgBT rights, and progressive 
values. By attacking the Orchestra, PiS uses this “cultural backlash” to reinforce its 
political narrative, while also shoring up the support of key allies like Rydzyk and 
other Catholic conservatives.

PiS evinces a fundamental “hermeneutics of suspicion” towards civil society. 
From a strongly elite-centric perspective, the party expresses distrust of the notion 
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that civil society organizations could embody or combine the diverse motivations 
and activities of multiple social actors. Instead, right-wing critics of the great 
Orchestra and other NgOs have sought to expose the role of “establishment elites” 
in the promotion of supposedly illegitimate political, economic, and cultural models 
in the service of foreign interests or the post-communist układ. at the same time, the 
ruling coalition has set about consolidating its own civil society “counter-elite.”

Promotion of the “Counter-elite”: The National Freedom 
Institute

PiS’s network of affiliated civil society organizations existed long before the 
party came to power. Indeed, some of these groups contributed significantly to its 
2015 electoral success by mobilizing a core base of supporters through organized 
promotion of the party’s political narratives.84 ewa Dąbrowska characterizes these 
groups as an “alternative civil society” or “discourse coalition”—a wide and diverse 
front of ideologically conservative organizations.85 The “thickening” of public cul-
ture and resulting discursive opportunities for PiS described by Kotwas and Kubik 
have reflected the influence of these organizations, many of them connected to the 
party. Nevertheless, PiS’s politicization of civil society since 2015 has not generally 
followed the Hungarian model of creating subordinate bodies merely “masquerad-
ing” as independent organizations.86 Instead, the party has used state instruments to 
strengthen a pre-existing, partly autonomous, right-wing coalition. The latest tool for 
this strategy is the National Freedom Institute–Center for Civil Society Development.

In 2016, when the government first announced plans to create this institution, 
domestic and international observers noted a lack of transparency and consultation as 
well as the potential for politicization or control of civil society.87 Many expressed 
concerns that the new Institute would be biased towards certain ideological options, 
pointing out that the preamble to the law establishing it specifically mentioned “the 
Christian ideals of citizens” to the exclusion of other value systems.88 One of the five 
NgO members of the Council of the Institute represents the Ordo Iuris Institute, an 
ultra-conservative Catholic association of lawyers best known for its proposal of the 
abortion ban that provoked the “Black Protest” in which Jerzy Owsiak and members 
of the great Orchestra foundation participated.89 The first round of substantial fund-
ing grants from the National Freedom Institute in august 2019 appeared to bear out 
the observers’ concerns.90

In this grant program, close to PLN 86 million was distributed among 154 organi-
zations.91 although apolitical local organizations constitute the majority on the list, 
there is also a disproportionate presence of beneficiaries that are ideologically, politi-
cally, or personally linked to the ruling party and its allies.92 By my estimate—on the 
basis of the findings of Polish journalists and my own additional research—at least 
20 organizations with direct links to ruling coalition politicians and activists received 
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funding.93 a further 14 successful applicants are linked with PiS allies, right-wing 
ideology, or with politicians from the right-wing populist Kukiz15’ parliamentary 
grouping. Twenty-four successful applicants are affiliated with the Church or with 
Catholic values.94 I found no evidence of analogous support for organizations 
strongly linked to other opposition parties or to non-conservative values. admittedly, 
such organizations may simply not have applied for funding, as I found no clear 
evidence of applications rejected for ideological reasons.

among the party-affiliated individuals with formal roles in funded organizations 
are three deputy ministers, the head of the Prime Minister’s Chancellery, multiple 
members of parliament and local councilors, campaign team members, a former 
advisor of the Minister of Culture, and PiS-appointed members of state institutions.95 
Many of the associated organizations received the highest possible grant of PLN 
700,000; some of them were already being supported financially by state-owned 
companies. Significant grants also went to two pro-PiS media foundations, a pro-PiS 
organization dedicated to defending Poland’s “good name,” a nationalist organiza-
tion that made headlines for its opposition to an LgBT rights march in Białystok, and 
a right-wing NgO “confederation” linked to two members of the Council of the 
National Freedom Institute, including Tymoteusz Zych, the representative of the 
ultra-conservative Ordo Iuris Institute.96 Zych is also the president of another organi-
zation that received the maximum grant.97

Few of these organizations linked with the ruling coalition are explicitly political 
in their operations. Some of them are locally focused or charitable in their main aims. 
However, the majority still show a clear ideological orientation, with missions or 
activities devoted to the promotion of Christian and conservative values, traditional 
forms of patriotism, national versions of history, and right-wing political narratives.98 
In effect, the National Freedom Institute has given PiS a new instrument of public 
funds for top–down support of its civil society “discourse coalition.” In many cases, 
there is a multiplying effect, with favored organizations also receiving other grants 
from the Institute as well as access to funds from government ministries, state-owned 
companies, and government-administered programs of the european Union. The 
example of one prominent beneficiary demonstrates how PiS both draws on and 
expands the discursive opportunities offered by friendly organizations.

The Polish League against Defamation (Reduta Dobrego Imienia—Polska Liga 
Przeciw Zniesławieniom)—a right-wing group dedicated to fighting perceived mis-
representations of Polish history abroad—belongs to PiS’s “discourse coalition.” The 
organization has contributed significantly to the construction and promotion of right-
wing narratives of historical grievance and the so-called “pedagogy of shame.” The 
latter term refers to alleged attempts by hostile foreign forces to make Poles ashamed 
of their history, especially in regard to Polish–Jewish relations during the Second 
World War.99 PiS has used this issue in its political narrative of the “good change,” 
positing its own brand of national self-assertiveness against the acquiescence of its 
liberal opponents in the “anti-Polish” propaganda of foreign actors.100 In response to 
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supposed attempts to shift responsibility for german crimes onto Poland, PiS has 
promised to defend “our truth about the past.”101 In 2018, the government introduced 
a controversial “memory law,” which threatened prison terms to anyone convicted of 
accusing the “Polish nation” of complicity with Nazi german crimes “against the 
facts.” The law was later amended, reportedly under US pressure.102

The League has received two separate tranches of funding from the National 
Freedom Institute as well as additional funding from the Foreign Ministry.103 Its 
founder, Maciej Świrski, was appointed to the board of a new state institution, the 
Polish National Foundation (Polska Fundacja Narodowa), tasked with improving 
Poland’s image abroad. He reportedly played a central role in the preparation of the 
ill-fated “memory law.”104 He was also involved in scandal when the Foundation’s 
funds were used—against its statute—for a domestic billboard campaign promoting 
the ruling party’s much-criticized judicial reforms.105

In these interactions with a civil society organization and its leader, PiS has sought 
to achieve several mutually reinforcing aims. First, the party has utilized the dis-
course and policy agenda of the League and other groups in its own political com-
munication and legislative program—admittedly, with mixed success. It has then 
rewarded the organization and its leader with funding, positions, and policy influ-
ence. Finally, the organization and its leader have used these benefits and influence 
for the direct promotion of PiS’s policies and positions. Once again, the party’s strat-
egy is to strengthen its own cultural and political narratives by advancing the ideol-
ogy and interests of friendly civil society elites.

PiS’s funding of organizations from its discourse coalition also brings practical 
benefits to its organizational structures. These advantages are especially apparent in 
the case of a whole ecosystem of interconnected right-wing youth organizations 
sponsored by the National Freedom Institute and a range of other state sources. at 
least eight youth organizations with links to the ruling party received funding in the 
first round of Institute grants. analysis of the activities and membership of these 
organizations reveals their partial function as breeding grounds for political and 
administrative cadres for the ruling coalition, connecting ideologically aligned young 
people with PiS and its political allies.

For instance, the right-wing Foundation of Youth Initiatives (Fundacja Inicjatyw 
Młodzieżowych) received the maximum grant of nearly PLN 700,000 from the 
Institute.106 Its goals are to promote “Christian values” and “patriotic attitudes.”107 
The organization’s founders include multiple figures now associated with PiS.108 Its 
other sponsors include two ministries and three state-owned companies. The 
Foundation has also won a european Union grant of over PLN 1 million, dispensed 
by the Prime Minister’s Chancellery.109 One of its activities is the organization of an 
“academy of Leaders” for young people. Speakers at the academy’s events have 
consisted almost exclusively of high-ranking members of the PiS camp and its right-
wing ideological allies.110 Separate sponsors and partners of the academy include 
four state-owned companies, the Ordo Iuris Institute, and no less than six other 
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organizations that also received grants from the National Freedom Institute.111 The 
Foundation of Youth Initiatives has supplied PiS with a local councilor, a member of 
its presidential and parliamentary election staff, a departmental director in the presi-
dent’s office, and multiple figures in state-owned companies.112

another right-wing youth organization, Service to the Independent Republic 
(Służba Niepodległej), also received the maximum grant. In 2018, the group had 
already obtained separate funding—together with another four right-wing organiza-
tions later awarded major grants by the Institute—to organize a forum attended by 
two deputy prime ministers.113 In 2014, before PiS came to power, the same forum 
had been sponsored by the Lech Kaczyński Institute, an NgO controlled by close 
associates of Jarosław Kaczyński.114 In effect, the funding of the event has been 
shifted from a party-affiliated source to the state treasury. In 2018, Service to the 
Independent Republic also received grants totaling almost PLN 500,000 to organize 
another College of Leaders and a cycle of seminars.115 Current and former members 
of the Foundation’s governing bodies include at least three individuals who have 
gone on to run as PiS candidates in local elections, two who have joined the PiS 
Youth Forum, and several others who have had internships in various government 
ministries. One has even served as an intern at the National Freedom Institute.116

apart from direct financial benefits, Service to the Independent Republic has also 
enjoyed other forms of personal and institutional patronage from the highest levels 
of the ruling party. In 2019, when Minister gliński set up a new government-backed 
Council for Dialogue with the Young generation (Rada Dialogu z Młodym 
Pokoleniem), the deputy head of Service to the Independent Republic became its 
inaugural co-chair.117 He had previously been the chair of the Council of Children 
and Youth of the Republic of Poland (Rada Dzieci i Młodzieży Rzeczypospolitej 
Polskiej), a body attached to the Ministry of National education. Both these youth 
councils appear to be political instruments for the fostering of new generations of 
PiS’s “counter-elite.” In particular, the Council for Dialogue with the Young 
generation is dominated by representatives of right-wing youth organizations as well 
as multiple members of PiS’s Youth Forum.118

Various other right-wing youth organizations supported by the National Freedom 
Institute and other state funds exhibit similar political connections with the ruling 
coalition.119 By mobilizing and coordinating diverse streams of state funding, PiS has 
fostered an ecosystem of interconnected civil society organizations congenial to its 
ideology. On multiple levels and with reinforcing feedback effects, the ruling party 
has backed organizations whose young leaders it has had opportunities to influence, 
groom, and to feed directly into its own political structures. Such activities inevitably 
involve initiative and agency on both sides, with diverse actors motivated in different 
ways and some following trajectories outside PiS’s sphere of influence. However, 
when numerous members of the sponsored organizations have joined PiS or been 
appointed to positions in state institutions and companies, these groups may be said 
functionally to exist as forges for the party’s “new social hierarchy.” By supporting 
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its broad right-wing “discourse coalition,” PiS reinforces its own cultural and politi-
cal narratives, while also strengthening its organizational structures.

Conclusion: Civil Society Resistance

This article has argued that PiS and its allies have attempted to enact a strategy 
of elite replacement in civil society in accordance with a broader rhetoric of “coun-
ter-elite” populism. The “old-new elite” of the “Third Polish Republic” must be 
replaced by a “counter-elite” that will represent the true political, economic, and 
cultural interests of “the nation”. In civil society, this process has been more partial 
and moderate than the large-scale replacement of cadres seen in the civil service, the 
public media, state-owned companies, and the courts. This less radical approach has 
been necessitated by the lack of direct instruments with which to remove unfavora-
ble elites from independent civil society organizations. In the absence of this direct 
power, the ruling party and its allies have enacted a two-pronged strategy of pressure 
and promotion.

First, they have withdrawn state support from supposedly hostile elites and run 
smear campaigns against them. Using the compliant tool of a politicized public 
media, they have attacked civil society leaders like the great Orchestra’s Jerzy 
Owsiak, representing them as an “establishment elite” in league with shadowy post-
communist, liberal, or foreign political and cultural interests. Second, they have used 
various public funds—including the resources of the newly formed National Freedom 
Institute—to support the production of their own civil society “counter-elite,” whose 
boundaries with the party political elite are porous. In both cases, these strategies 
further legitimize the right-wing cultural narratives of the “discourse coalition” that 
helped bring PiS to power in 2015. at the same time, the strategy has delivered very 
practical benefits in the form of financial support for initiatives linked with party 
members and mechanisms to feed young talent into PiS’s party system.

PiS’s strategies would appear to threaten the health and independence of civil 
society in Poland. However, the overall efficacy of its pressure on “unfriendly” orga-
nizations remains doubtful. Indeed, the negative campaign against the great 
Orchestra has done nothing to dent its success. On the contrary, the Orchestra has set 
new fundraising records in every year since PiS came to power, with the 2019 drive 
raising three times more than the 2015 drive. The final figure of almost PLN 176 
million in 2019 is more than the entire annual budget of the National Freedom 
Institute. Some commentators have even speculated that Poles may have donated 
more generously in direct response to PiS’s negative campaign.120 In any case, if the 
intention of PiS’s campaign was to challenge the Orchestra’s moral and financial 
hegemony as a leading civil society organization in Poland, then this operation can 
only be characterized as a failure. On the other hand, the charity’s continued success 
provides PiS with a discursive enemy for its cultural and political narratives.
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More broadly, Jacobsson and Korolczuk point to evidence suggesting that inde-
pendent civic engagement in Poland—both political and otherwise—is far from 
being in retreat, with various informal, grassroots initiatives attracting mass  
support.121 They argue that protest events like the large demonstrations against the 
proposed abortion ban represent a major form of civil society engagement often 
ignored by researchers. Some other NgOs that have fallen victim to defunding or 
smear campaigns have also seen significant increases in private donations.122 
Korolczuk asks whether the current circumstances might even represent a “new 
opening,” forcing the development of a stronger, more independent, and more locally 
rooted civil society.123 This perspective suggests that grassroots mobilization may 
have the power to resist the top–down imposition of a politicized “new social 
hierarchy.”

The level of pressure exerted on civil society in Poland has not yet equaled the 
strong legal measures taken in Hungary—for instance, through a 2017 law limiting 
foreign funding.124 However, the resistance exemplified by the great Orchestra and 
others might also point to the distinctively resilient nature of Polish civil society. 
While PiS has colonized a significant proportion of the state sector in accordance with 
its modified “counter-elite” populist logic, the party has not yet enjoyed the same suc-
cess in delivering elite replacement in civil society. Instead, it has largely consolidated 
existing polarization of the third sector into broad camps aligned with and opposed to 
the government (though the majority of NgOs remain non-political).125 Poland’s rul-
ing coalition has succeeded in promoting its own civil society elite, but its perceived 
opponents have so far withstood various forms of negative pressure. The question is: 
for how much longer? as PiS moves through its second term, the party and its allies 
will continue their attempts to build “Budapest in Warsaw.”126
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